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In Studio

“So stoked on this collaboration”

3:17

Play Song

Kanye West updated Wolves

Sia +2Vic Mensa

2 hours ago

In collaboration with:

Cashmere CatSinjin Hawke

Wolves
Kanye West

“Are you guys ready for the new album?”

4:16

Play Song

Lianne La Havas updated Wonderful

Matt Hales

30 mins ago

In collaboration with:

Howard Lawrence

1

2

3

4

1. Song Art
In designing this element, we focussed on adding visual cues to make it 
seem more like a song rather than a video and did user testing until we 
landed on a solution that was understandable by a first-time user. 
Clicking this plays the song.

2. Status Update
The status update is meant to give a quick glimpse into what the artist 
you're following has been up to musically. We want this to be a 
marketing channel for Artists and so we allow them to add a comment 
with each update and upload a picture (otherwise their profile picture is 
used).

Clicking the picture plays the song, clicking the artist takes you to that 
artist's page, and clicking the song name takes you to that artist's page 
scrolled down to that song with the revisions open.

3. Collaborator Tags
These tags are a central way users navigate through the app from the 
in-studio page. Here they discover who worked with the artists they 
already love on specific songs and can discover new artists to follow.

4. Three Dot Menu
We use three dot menu's throughout the app consistently to bring up 
features such as sharing a song or adding it to a playlist.

In-Studio Page
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4:40

5:30

2:10

Latest (Nov 13, 2015)
“Check out the latest edit”

Version 2 (Oct 15, 2015)
“Yeezy my Neezy”

Version 1 (Oct 10, 2015)
“Dance to this”

No Chill 3:45
Single

2+

Albums

Innanetape
14 songs - 2013

Welcome to INNANET 3:38
Innanetape

Orange Soda 3:40
Innanetape

4+

In Studio

Artist Producer Writer

Vic Mensa
17

songs
54k

followers

Artist, Producer, Writer

Follow

Play Artist Picks
3 songs

Latest

U Mad 4:40
Single

3+

Produced for Kanye West on Wolves

U Mad 4:40
Single

3+

4:40Latest (Nov 13, 2015)
“Check out the latest edit”

4

1

3

6

5

2

1. Relevancy Tagline
To give the app a differentiated voice from other major streaming apps, 
we focussed on more inside information on an artist, such as where 
they specifically collaborated with artists you already follow, or have 
listened to. When you get to this page through a tag on the in-studio 
page, it will tell you about that specific collaboration.

2. Pro�le
The profile is where our user quickly gets the most relevant info to 
them including what roles this creator performs and how popular they 
already are. The follow button adds them to the list of artists that will 
be shown on their in-studio page.

3. Creator Role Tabs
Because our app lets you see how artists collaborated on songs in 
different capacities, we use tabs to let you filter and hear an artist as 
separate roles such as a producer or writer.

4. Artist Picks Button
This feature is meant to be a parallel to a music blog or forum where 
our users normally ask for an "intro to _____." These specific songs 
can be chosen by the artist and their management team and if they 
choose not to do so, it will take from their most played songs. By 
clicking this button, the user is turning on a playlist of 3-5 songs.

5. Song Organization
We've organized songs by album, as well as added a "Latest" heading 
on top, so that even if an old song is updated, it is brought to the top for 
someone browsing through creator profiles.

6. Revisions
When accessed on a creator profile through the three dot menu or a 
double-tap, revisions are dropped down and clickable. The latest 
version is the one played when the song is normally clicked.

Creator Pro�le Page
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In-Studio 21

1. Search Button
While most of the pages on the app are about the delight of discovering 
new music, the search button is how users can actively seek the songs 
or artists they want to listen to.

2. Menu Button
The menu button lets you navigate through the three high-level pages: 
In-Studio, Creators, and Playlists.

Menu Bar
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In Studio

Creators

Playlists

Settings

1

2

3

1. In-Studio Page
The In-Studio page gives you updates on new songs and revisions by 
the artists you are following. It's the home page and acts as a 
spring-board where users find updates and click on collaborator tags to 
discover new artists.

2. Creators Page
The Creators page has two tabs, following and recommended, allowing 
a user to keep track of the artists they already like as well as find new 
ones based on their listening habits. The recommended tab also allows 
us to deliver meaningful sponsored content for additional revenue.

3. Playlists Page
The Playlist page is home to Custom Playlists and Smart Playlists. A 
Custom Playlist works like it does on any other app, letting users save 
specific songs. A Smart Playlist gets a user to add an adjust influences 
such as Artists and Genres to create a dynamic list of songs that 
updates over time as new music is released. We've also added 
"Recently Played" as a custom playlist that automatically adds the last 
30 tracks you've played.

Menu Expanded
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Wolves (Version 2)
Kanye West2

1

1. Song Information
Information is minimized to Song Name and Primary Artist Name. 
When revisions are opened up, the song name has the version beside it 
in parenthesis, showing "Latest" if it is the most updated version.

2. Expand Button
This button pulls up the Now Playing page, which puts more focus on 
information about a song and its revisions.

Play Bar
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Vic Mensa

In collaboration with:

5:30Version 2 (Oct 15, 2015)
“Yeezy my Neezy”

Older Versions

2:10Version 1 (Oct 10, 2015)
“Dance to this”

4:40Latest (Nov 13, 2015)
“Check out the latest edit”

5:30Version 2 (Oct 15, 2015)
“Yeezy my Neezy”

Charlie Heat Smoko OnoKanye West Mike Dean

- 4:450:45

1

3

2

1. Collaborator Tags
Collaborator tags work here like they do on the in-studio page, acting 
as a way for the user to find new music through collaborators on a song 
they already like. As you click through revisions on this page, 
collaborators who weren't brought on at the time of that revision are 
brought down in opacity. This helps the user find out about the creation 
process in an easy-to-digest and meaningful way.

2. Older Versions
The Now Playing page has the screen real-estate to be able to focus on 
revisions and make them simple to switch between. Each version still 
displays the comment it was uploaded with and uses dates and song 
duration as an indicator of differentiation. We felt this was a more 
consistent and relevant naming convention than, for example, getting 
artists to give a unique name to each revision.

3. Play Bar
The Play Bar on this page gives you the controls you would expect and 
is sized up for ease of use.

Now Playing Page
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2 hours ago

In collaboration with:

See 4 Older Versions

Dropbox Stream

Wolves (Latest)
Kanye West

- 4:450:453

1

2

1. Branding
We studied embedded players from other music and video applications 
online, and added accents of branding that differed from existing 
competitors but still didn't feel too overpowering on a web-page.

2. Tags
These act not only as a point of differentiation from other players, but 
are also functional tags that open a new tab taken to that artist's page 
on our web app.

3. Access to Revisions
This button takes you to the song with revisions open on our web app 
and gets people interested in our point of differentiation.

Embedded Player
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Dropbox Stream

Countdown by Sinjin Hawke
Producer on Wolves

I Been by Vic Mensa
Producer on Wolves

Chandelier by Sia
Artist on Wolves

Songs by Collaborators2

3

1

1. Return To Player
We still want to give the option to go back and continue playing or 
replay the song you listened to.

2. Songs By Collaborators
By considering a user's flow on a music blog or social media site, we 
believe our target user would be more interested in discovering new 
songs by collaborators on the track, rather than simply replaying the 
song. Therefore we made this a central focus in this state, particularly 
after researching Youtube's player progression over the last couple 
years. Clicking on a song takes you to the song on our web app.

3. Song Information
In line with the tone of our app, we present more relevant information 
about how this artist of this song collaborated on the track you just 
listened to.

Embedded Player > Paused/Ended State
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Creators

Following since August 2015
Blur
Artist

128
songs

438k
followers

Following since November 2015
Santigold
Artist

22
songs

277k
followers

RecommendedFollowing

2 3

1

2

1. Pro�le Information
Here we've laid out the most upfront information you would need to 
know about a creator, including what roles they play such as writing or 
producing.

2. Following Since
This piece of information lets a user know when they discovered an 
artist and serves as a badge for them to be able to tell other people that 
they were on to an artist before others. This also creates incentive for 
users to follow more artists sooner.

3. New Music Indicator
This feature lets someone quickly scan if they missed a new song or 
update by one of the creators they follow.

Creators Page > Following Tab
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Today your recommendations are
10 Toronto creators to watch out for 

Did a cover of James Vincent McMarrow’s Cavalier

Daniel Caesar
Artist

8
songs

722
followers

Worked with PARTYNEXTDOOR on R A I N

Rochelle Jordan
Artist

16
songs

2.4k
followers

Creators

Following Recommended

1

3

2

1. Sponsored/Contextual Recommendation
This feature is not always present, but on occasion it will recommend 
you artists based on context for occasions such as visiting a new city. 
This space will also be used for meaningful sponsored content if a label 
is trying to promote new projects or if a music festival is coming to the 
user's town.

2. Songs & Followers
This piece of information is important to our persona, because an artist 
with fewer followers is actually intriguing because it is an opportunity 
to be one of the first people to discover them.

3. Relevancy Tagline
We featured this tagline from the Creator Profile page so that users 
wouldn't have to go in and out of pages to find this very relevant piece of 
information.

Creators Page > Recommended
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New Playlist

Drizzy

Dance

200 songs, 14 hrs
J. Cole, Erykah Badu, The Internet, (+12)

Alternative 30 songs, 2 hrs

Recently Played 80 songs, 5 hrs

Cooking 

Chill

50 songs, 3 hrs
Ash Walker, Oddjob, Colony House, (+4)

30 songs, 2 hrs

40 songs, 3 hrs

Driving 72 songs, 5 hrs
Pheonix, Frank Ocean, The Shins, (+5)

smart

smart

smart

Search your playlists

Playlists

1

3

2

4

1. Search Playlists
This allows you to search the name of a playlist if you have accumulated 
a lot. You can also search influences and it will pull up the relevant 
Smart Playlist.

2. Recently Played
This is an automatically generated playlist that keeps the last 30 songs 
you've played.

3. Example Custom Playlist
A Custom Playlist is displayed as its name, along with duration and a 
three dot menu that lets you edit or share it.

4. Example Smart Playlist
A Smart Playlist is indicated with a red tag and also lets you see some 
of the influences that you added to make that playlist. The lock icons on 
certain playlists indicate that you've locked them from being updated by 
new songs.

Playlist Home Page
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Add In�uences

0 songs, 0 hrsNew Wave

Cancel

1

1. Branding
We studied embedded players from other music and video applications 
online, and added accents of branding that differed from existing 
competitors but still didn't feel too overpowering on a web-page.

2. Tags
These act not only as a point of differentiation from other players, but 
are also functional tags that open a new tab taken to that artist's page 
on our web app.

3. Access to Revisions
This button takes you to the song with revisions open on our web app 
and gets people interested in our point of differentiation.

1. Add In�uences
Once you've named your playlist, you simply click the "Add Influences" 
button to start creating.

Smart Playlist Flow > Name Playlist
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Try Searching...

Post Malone

Jazz Cartier

Grime

Search creators and vibes

Cancel1

2

3

3. Cancel Button
At any stage of this process you can cancel out of this flow.

2. Search Bar
The search bar helps you understand what an "influence" is, a creator 
or vibe.

3. Recommended Tags
This is not present when you first get to the screen. If the app sees that 
the user hasn't searched for something in 7-10 seconds, then these 
recommended tags will float into the screen, creating an unexpected 
moment of delight.

Smart Playlist Flow > Name Playlist >
Searching For In�uences
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Cancel

Travis Scott (P) Kanye West (A) Aggressive 2+

Creators

Vibes

R&B

Trap

Melodic

Compiling your New Wave playlist with

Travis Scott
Artist (A)

Travis Scott

See More (4)

See More (4)

Producer (P)

Travis Scott

Save Playlist
5 Influences

1

2

3

4

1. Creators
Creators can be chosen for their work in single roles such as 
production.

2. Vibes
These consist of genres and moods.

3. Cart
This section gives you feedback on the influences you've chosen and 
lets you delete influences.

4. Save Playlist
This button takes you to your generated playlist.

Smart Playlist Flow > Name Playlist >
Searching For In�uences > Add In�uence
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Travis Scott, Kanye West, Aggressive, Post Malone, Melodic

New Wave 67  songs, 3 hrs

Playlists

White Iverson
Post Malone - Single

Maria I’m Drunk
Travis Scott - Rodeo

Blocka La Flame
Travis Scott - Owl Pharaoh

Cole Summer
J Cole - Single

Lift Off
Kayne West, Jay Z ft. Beyonce ...

4:16

5:50

4:26

3:36

3:59

Only One
Kanye West - Single

I Got
Roy Woods - Exis

3:36

7:23

I’m In It
Kanye West - Yeezus

5:16

Good Morning
Kanye West - Graduation

Otis
Kanye West - Watch The Throne

4:56

3:21

Too Young
Post Malone - Single

6:51

Wonderful
Travis Scott - Single

6:51

21

3

1. Summary
This section tells you the influences and name you've given to your 
playlist.

2. Edit Button
This brings up options to adjust influences as well as the button to go 
back into the cycle of searching for and adding influences.

3. Song Information
This page presents the song with its artist as well as album.

Smart Playlist Flow > Name Playlist >
Searching For In�uences > Add In�uence >
Generated Playlist
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Adjust Influence

Travis Scott (P) Kanye West (A) Aggressive Post M

Duration
3 hours

Travis Scott, Kanye West, Aggressive, Post Malone, Melodic

New Wave 67  songs, 3 hrs

Add In�uences

Lock Smart Playlist

Cancel Done

White Iverson
Post Malone - Single

Maria I’m Drunk
Travis Scott - Rodeo

Blocka La Flame
Travis Scott - Owl Pharaoh

Cole Summer
J Cole - Single

Lift Off
Kayne West, Jay Z ft. Beyonce ...

4:16

5:50

4:26

3:36

3:59

3

1

2

1. Duration Slider
This slider dynamically changes the amount of songs generated by your 
influences into the playlist. It is measured in time, a unit that's more 
understandable by a user.

2. In�uence Sliders
These allow a user to change the amount of weight each influence has 
on the playlist. Influence tags can also be deleted here.

3. Lock Playlist Switch
Because Smart Playlists change dynamically as new music is released, 
we've added this as an option to lock it from updating if you create a 
playlist you don't want updated.

Smart Playlist Flow > Name Playlist > 
Searching For In�uences > Add In�uence > 
Generated Playlist > Edit Playlist
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2

3

4

5

1. Publish to Dropbox Stream Radio Button
Turning this on will bring up an additional dialogue box from Dropbox 
Stream.

2. Add a Comment
This adds the comment seen on other screens in the app, limited to 140 
characters, to your upload.

3. Add Song Art
This adds song art that will be displayed on the in-studio page and the 
now-playing page. Not uploading a picture will default you to your 
profile picture on your Creator Profile Page.

4. Tag Collaborators
Here you can give credit to the artists you collaborated with. If you are 
working off a file from Dropbox, it will automatically suggest you artists 
that the file is shared with.

5. Password Con�rmation
This is a separate screen to avoid accidental leaks.

Upload from Ableton Flow
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1. Stream Folder
Dragging a file to your Stream folder publishes it.

2. Add a Comment
This adds the comment seen on other screens in the app, limited to 140 
characters, to your upload.

3. Add Song Art
This adds song art that will be displayed on the in-studio page and the 
now-playing page. Not uploading a picture will default you to your 
profile picture on your Creator Profile Page.

4. Tag Collaborators
Here you can give credit to the artists you collaborated with. If you are 
working off a file from Dropbox, it will automatically suggest you artists 
that the file is shared with.

5. Password Con�rmation
This is a separate screen to avoid accidental leaks.

Drag From Dropbox Flow
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